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Online community & people - led strategy



About RÅN
Our studio was founded by Robert and Agatha A. Appleton-Sas
and we specialise in online thinking and digital communication. 
We teach business owners and organisations how to improve
their online presence and omnichannel strategies.

Our experience is a combined 13 years working within the
creative industries, especially film industry where we delivered
creative content for productions that range from independent
films to large scale studio films for Universal Studios, BBC Films,
Working Title, Film4.

After working closely with the marketing and publicity teams we
now share all we've learnt. In 2020 we helped over 100
international businesses including businesses from Bangladesh,
Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria. In 2021 we've started a digital
transformation of the Horta Museum in Brussels, Belgium.

Creative and Digital Consultancy

@ranstudioldn

Presenter: Robbie Appleton-Sas
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ONLINE THINKING: 
making your business digital
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BRAND IDENTITY: 
building and maintaining a visual identity

SOCIAL MEDIA: 
maximising your reach on social platforms

WEBSITE:
how to communicate online and encourage sales

All our presentations and all live links will be shared with you afterwards.

RÅN
Webinars
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COMMUNITY: 
online community and people-led strategy
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NEWSLETTER: 
a direct connection building brand loyalty

DIGITAL FUTURE: 
the consumer of tomorrow

CONTENT:
creative direction and content creation

Previous webinars available on Converve:
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Discussion
points

Why community should be at the centre of all online activity

04 The importance of trust for building real relationships online 

How to communicate online effectively across all touch points 
of your digital presence 

The checklist05

The  implementation a community centred strategy



Online
Communities
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What is an 
online 
community?

A group that gather in digital spaces 

They can share personal interests, cultural values,
business goals, attitudes or a world view

Followers start to engage and over time the bond of
trust develops which can convert to sales 

It's never too early or too late to build a community

How a community  can support you
through uncertain times

Today's social media platforms may not last but your
community will move with you

@ranstudioldn
+ examples: 
The Light Phone (Instagram ), Bombinate (Instagram )



Social  Media 
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DON'T HIDE BEHIND PRODUCT PHOTOS 
Product photos are important for showing what you sell
but you should not treat your social platforms like a
static website or a catalogue - this is called
broadcasting  

BRING VALUE   
Creating an experience for your community through
content that makes them engage with your brand -
speak to them and practice active listening

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY 
A small but active following is much better than a large
number of passive followersCommunity at the centre of 

social media 
ALGORITHMS DON'T MAKE COMMUNITIES
Don't rely on an algorithm or paid media to bring you
followers if you don't have anything for them to engage with

+ examples: 
Rebundle  (Instagram + Withkoji: braiders, faq) 



Community
& customers 
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How can a community lead to more sales

Social communities are about socialising
Pushing for sales, should be secondary

Familiarity with the brand
Brand recognition leads to a long-term increase in sales 
just like word-of-mouth marketing - the most effective form of marketing

78% of 18-25 years olds (Gen Z) learn about brands or companies
through social media 

78% of consumers are more likely to buy from a brand as a result
of a positive interaction online

Sprout social, 2020 

Sprout social, 2021 
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Tips 
How to grow your community online 
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Engage authentically 
Reply to comments and DMs (Lightphone), interact and remember to pick
your platforms so that you only take on what you can (Tommy Lee Instagram
vs FB)

04 

Connect easily and quickly with your community via video
Sneak peeks of new products, behind the scenes, Q&A, studio-shot video,
interviews with guest speakers, take your audience on a tour 
(on platforms or video calls) (Paul Smith, Otiumberg, Calendly)

Listen
Pay attention to comments, ask for feedback/ideas, social listening
(Monzo)
User generated content
Every piece of user generated content is a public validation/social proof, this
content also helps you grow and encourages others to participate
(Glossier)

05 Be your own brand ambassador 
It starts with you, if you love your products then others will see why 
they are special too
(Tulsi shop)

+ examples (see above)
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Always assume that a new feature will have a boost
For example, right now Instagram Reels, try to think of a way to use it
(Ishkar Reels)

09 

Tag other accounts in your posts
If you’re mentioning another businesses, brands or customers, make
sure to tag their account accordingly, don't tag irrelevant people just to
get their attention
(Milli Proust Stories)

Use the right hashtags
Describe your picture, make your content searchable and extend your
post's reach by attaching it to a category
(#sustainable on Instagram)
Be consistent with your posting
You don't need to post every day, but post consistently - for example
every other day, three times a week, once a week

10 Make sure your comments are long
Try to use longer replies than just emojis or one word, try to ask
questions that would encourage longer replies
(Pura Utz)



People-led 
strategy
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Platforms 
& tools   
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Implementing your people-led strategy

VIDEO CALLS 

WHATSAPP

COMMUNITY BOARDS  

NEWSLETTERS

Twitter 
Facebook
Pinterest
Tik Tok
Youtube
Instagram 

RECAP
Agatha shared her insights on 
these platforms during 
Webinar 4 : Social Media 
You can watch the webinar on Converve here:
https://shetradesglobaldubai.converve.io/SheT
radesAcceleratorProgramme.html 

https://shetradesglobaldubai.converve.io/SheTradesAcceleratorProgramme.html
https://shetradesglobaldubai.converve.io/SheTradesAcceleratorProgramme.html


Video Calls
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Offer customers to book a virtual appointment with you
Have some text on your website which encourages people to
book a call to talk to you about the product or to show them the
product

Set up your video call integration
Some websites have their own scheduling integrations - we
suggest having a simple link/button saying: ‘book an
appointment’ which takes us to Calendly

Align your video calls with your schedule 
Connect your Calendly to your calendar to make sure
appointments are booked only when you’re free/available 

Use consistent branding and handles 
when setting up your Calendly link makes sure that it matches
your brand handle: www.calendly.com/yourbrandhandle , 
and  uses the same logo on as you have on your social media

One on one time with your customers

+ examples: 
RÅN studio (Linktree + Calendly) 



WhatsApp  
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Set up a business account
Add your website, opening hours, and say what you do, keep it
on brand - same logo as on socials

Explore the catalogue feature
allows your customers to get an idea of what they can purchase
from your business, use to display a new product line, or
feature your most popular products 

Broadcast lists
direct messages to anyone in the list who has your number
saved in their phones’ address book, sent in one go, if they
reply it will appear as a normal, one-to-one message in your
chats 

Status updates 
WhatsApp feature that is very similar to Instagram   and
Facebook stories, you can give your contacts an update about
your products or business

Group chats 
Up to 256 people in a group, sharing messages, photos, files,
voice notes and videos

A versatile instant multimedia messaging app

+ examples: 
Links (WhatsApp Business + Catalogue) 



Community
boards   
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Destinations for shared interests
a public group or community board can offer people a chance
to find and connect with your brand through a common interest 

A place to research your market
You can use community boards to conduct your own research,
ask questions and make observations about your target market

New platforms 
Telegram and Discord are platforms that are gaining popularity  
that host open groups that anyone can join

Adapting old platforms 
YouTube, the 2nd largest search engine in the world, has now
developed its platform to include a community section within
channels 

A destination for likeminded people 

+ examples: 
 Canva (page vs group), Vogue  (YouTube community)



Newsletter   
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Your very own community
A mailing lists is a community that you 'own' as it does not rely
on platforms like Instagram to exist

Uninterrupted messages to your followers
All other communications can take place on platforms that can
distract your followers - an email does not have to compete as
much for attention

Upcoming webinar
We will be covering newsletters in much more detail in our
upcoming webinar: 
Newsletter - a direct connection building brand loyalty
10th May 2022 @ 2PM CET 

An independent community

+ examples: 
 Ally Capellino



Connecting
with your
community
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Trust When expectations are not met or stuck to then it leads
to disappointment and disrupts the growth of trust

Disappointment can end curiosity, cause a loss of sales
and lead to negative reviews and complaints - making it
harder to build trust with othersTrust online is built through

repeated successful encounters

@ranstudioldn

A person needs to trust a community before joining it

Moderating your community can help make sure that it
is safe for everyone
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What to
communicate 
Examples for delivering key information
to establish expectations 

01 

02 

03 

Defining your bio/about
(Sister by Studio Ashby, Tuck It In, Bettunika)

Meeting expectations
(Jono Smart, Sarah Johnson)

Describing your product
(Cawley Studio, Sophie Buhai)

04 Directing to the right communication tools
(RÅN studio FB, Kana London)

05 Building your community
(Nike + Jawahir,  Apple + Gogae)



Maintaining
Trust
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SET UP YOUR COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 
How exactly do you want your community to reach you?
do they prefer instant messages through WhatsApp?
comments on your post or more interactive
communication? 

BE SELECTIVE ABOUT YOUR CHOSEN CHANNELS 
You have to be present on every one that you choose -
 if you don’t have much time to check many different
platforms then try to stick to one 

BE CONSISTENT 
No matter what communication tool you pick - set the
expectations of how and where your community can
contact you and keep to them



Checklist
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Community checklist
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Read through the tips in this presentation
See page 10 - 11

Always reply to comments on your posts
this builds trust and encourages others to join your
community 

Do you reply to comments with text or emojis?  
It's important to reply to comments using real words and
sentences rather than just emojis - algorithms rate words
as higher engagement

Are you featuring your community? 
Make sure to utilise your user generated content by
sharing posts from others who support your brand -
remember to tag and mention them by their @handle and
to write something authentic about why you like their
content

Reduce the amount of accounts you follow
If you follow more than 500 accounts on Instagram  then try to
reduce your following list, this will help to make your
community more visible in the app

Are you part of any communities online? 
Think about any communities that you take part in, what is it
that makes want to be part of them? What content do they
create that makes you engage

What platforms and tools will you use for your people-led
strategy?
You can rely on messaging within your preferred social media
platforms or you can start to use additional tools communicate
with your followers - give thought about which one is right for
you
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07 
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Are you using WhatsApp?
Make sure to set up a business account for WhatsApp -
you can also explore some of WhatsApp's features, more
information on these can be found on WhatsApp help
page:  https://www.whatsapp.com/features 

Are you using video features to connect with your
followers?
Video content and video calls are one of the best ways to
connect with your followers, for them to feel close to you,
and to learn about your services - experiment to see what
format works for you

Look at your social media platforms, are you active on
all of them?
If you have accounts for your brand where you aren't active
on - think about deleting them or removing direct links to
them from your website for example.
Remember it is okay to not be on every social media
platform

Do you communicate key information to your
community? 
Set clear expectations for the most vital pieces of
information, depending on your business these could be:
how to purchase your product / where you are active on
social media / when your website will be ready / when your
new collection is out / how long it takes to make a product
once ordered / how to contact you / how long it takes for
you to reply / when are you open

Are you sticking to the expectations that you have set?
Go through your online platforms and social media, Ask
yourself, can you meet them all? 
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Q & A

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk



Thank
You!

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk

Join us for our next webinar
10th May 2022
NEWSLETTER: a direct connection building brand loyalty

Connect with us on Instagram, we're @ranstudioldn

From Robbie at RÅN studio



Resources

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk

Links we shared with you during the presentation
(in the same order):

https://tab.bz/w0t7i 


